
Exam'Introdu.ction to Comm. Syst' (125153). August 19th 2010 fro-m 13:45 to 17:15 UlÏlVËRSlïY 0F TW§Nï[.

Dutch students are strongly advised to present their answer sheets written in Dutch. If the English
text of the problems is not clear, please do not hesitate to askfor an explanation.
Keep your answers as short as possible, but be complete (make sure the procedure you used to
obtain your result is clear).
Use drawings whenever possible, but clearly describe or indicate what the drcnving and the
dffirent parts present.
The exam is open book. The reader, slides, class-notes, other study books, and calculators are
qllowed. A computer, cell-phone, or other types of communication devices are NOT allowed during
the exam.

Problem 1: Media

A transmitting dish antenna is used for the uplink (transmission from ground to satellite) of a satellite
communication link. The antenna has a diameter D:3.5 m and efficiency /l,t= 0.6, and is operating at
a central frequency/:14.2 GHz. The antenna is fed by the transmítter using a transmission line with
an attenuation L: I dB. The direction of maximum gain is pointing to the receiving satellite. The
maximum antenna gain can be calculated as:

The antenna is located on a point on the Earth surface which is not aligned with the direction of the
maximum gain of the receiving antenna placed on-board of the satellite, but on the 3 dB coverage limit
of the receiving antenna. The receiving satellite is geostationary and its distance from the transmitting
station is 37000"km. The receiving antenna on-board of the satellite has an efficiency of 0.6 and its
3 dB angle (at the considered operating frequency) is as wide as 1.5 degrees.

Since it points towards the earth, the value of its antenna temperature is T1:290 K. The antenna is
connected to the receiver back-end with a transmission line with an attenuation of 0.5 dB and a low
noise amplifier (LNA) with a gain of 40 dB, a noise figure of I dB and a bandwidth of 36 MHz.

Questions:

a. Make a sketch of the total satellite communication link, indicating the system parameters on it.

b. What is the maximum gain of the transmitting antenna?

c. What is the gain of the receiving antenna, in the direction of the transmitting antenna? The
3 dB-angle of a dish antenna is related to the antenna diameter by the relation

0rru

(i and D are expressed in the same unit).

d. Which is the value of the noise equivalent temperature of the total satellite front-end
(transmission line + LNA)? In the procedure, draw a schematic representing the transmission
Iine and the LNA, and indicate the noise and gain/loss parameters on this schematic. First show
the expression of the noise equivalent temperature with respect to those parameters, and
afterwards calculate its value. (Remember that the noise figure in dB of a passive transmission
line is equal to its attenuation in dB.)
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e. Calculate the noise power at the input of the receiver back-end. Also in this case make use of a
schematic.

Calculate the power to be delivered by the ground transmitter to assure that the carrier to noise
ratio (Ctr/À) at the input of the receiver back-end of the satellite is 17.5 dB.

Problem 2: Analog modulation and SNR

An audio signal x(r) must be sent over a radio channel. This channel is disturbed by white additive
noise. The signal to noise ratio at the output of the receiver must be at least 40 dB. The signal x(r) and

the channel satisfy the following properties:

Average signal value:

Maximum signal value:

Signal power:

Information bandwidth :

Spectral density of noise:

Loss in the channel:

Efx{t)l = 0

lx(r)l < 1

§ - El*'(/)l -Tl2
W - 15kHz

Nrl2- lo-to WlHz

50 dB

Calculate the transmission bandwidth Br and the minimum, average transmission power §r for:

Double side band modulation with suppressed carrier;

AM with modulation index l;
FM (without the use of emphasis) with modulation index rl : 5.

Compare your answers together in one table and dissuss the results.

a,

b.

c.
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Areceivedsignalhastheform x(r)=|ooOQ-kD,with apthe fr-thbit andp(t) thepulse

which the bits are represented. This pulse shape is mathematically described by the formula:

ft-tlZf, for0<t<27
p(t) =ft+r t Zf , for -2T <t <0

lO, elsewhere

à. Sketch the signal p(r). Does x(r) have an open eye pattem?

b. Determine the coefficients of the three-tap equalizer with sampling at t =0+ kT .

c. Sketchy(r), wherey(t) is the equalized version of p(t).

d. What are the values of y(kT)? Is the eye pattern open after this equalization?
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Broblg{n 3: Baseb.and digital transmission

shape in

Problem 4: Digital modulation

Consider a binary, ASK coherent transmission system with bit rate r : llT. The carrier frequency/ is

an integer multiple of the bitrate. For the need of synchronization during a "0" bit, the carrier is not
entirely eliminated, but just set at a low value, in such a way that the wave amplitude lo> 0 is reeeived.
During the broadcast of a " l " bit the amplitude A (> lo) is received. The received signal is affected by
additive, stationary, white Gaussian noise with power spectral density No/2.

a. Give the schematic of an optimal ASK receiver.

b. Sketch the waveform at the input of the sampler and indicate how big the signal value is at the
evaluation point in the case a "0" bit is sent, and then when a " 1" bit is sent.

c. Calculate the noise variance at the sampler.

d. Suppose P(lo) = P (A) : ll2. Calculate the probability of error in that case, expressed in As, A1,

No and Z.

e. Verify the result of point d. for the known case of OOK (Onioff keying), i.e. Ao:0.

END
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